ABSTRACT Multimedia services over mobile networks are subject to multiple factors that affect the quality of experience (QoE) perceived by users. In a long term evolution (LTE) multimedia broadcast service, these factors are initial delay, technical quality of multimedia content, and service disruptions. However, there is a lack of QoE models to enable QoE measurement. We propose to use video mean opinion score as a new and objective QoE model that is in the process of standardization, and we show how it can be applied to LTE multimedia broadcast services for QoE assessment. The results obtained are useful to better understand the impact of several service parameters on perceived quality. By applying this assessment methodology, it is possible to determine the most adequate service parameters for a specific LTE broadcast deployment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The demand of multimedia streaming services in mobile networks has been growing lately and it continues to grow [1] . However, in spite of the availability of higher bandwidths in next generation mobile networks, some problems can still arise during the playback of a multimedia content. Users sometimes experience long initial delays or frequent video freezes (commonly referred to as stalling), therefore affecting the quality that they perceive. These problems can be even more evident if multimedia content is being generated in real-time, as in, for example, a live streaming of a sporting event. Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [2] provides a standard that addresses some of these problems. DASH defines how to split a multimedia content into segments (files) that can be retrieved from a content server. Multimedia players can adapt to changing network conditions by requesting multimedia segments that belong to different representations, i.e., encoded alternatives of the same multimedia content. A metadata file known as Media Presentation Description (MPD) defines the available representations and the location of each multimedia segment at the content server. Once the multimedia player reads the MPD, it can request the representation that best fits the characteristics of the mobile device and an estimation of the available bandwidth.
Though DASH is initially defined for unicast access to content servers, the 3 rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has adopted it as a new method for delivering multimedia broadcast services over Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks. The proposal, known as 3GP-DASH streaming in Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS), is based on delivering multimedia segments as files over the file delivery service of MBMS [3] , [4] . In this case, HTTP is only used as an error recovery mechanism (Section III).
While combining DASH techniques with MBMS can result in an efficient way of streaming multimedia content, it is not clear how different service parameters can impact the quality perceived by the users. User perceived quality can be measured by carrying out subjective tests where users are asked to rate the experienced quality. However, this subjective analysis of the Quality of Experience (QoE) is time consuming, costly and it cannot be performed in real time. This has attracted the attention to objective QoE models, which use measurements of objective parameters of the service to estimate the perceived quality. In this context, the 3GPP defines a set of objective metrics that can be used to measure the QoE of mobile multimedia streaming services, but the combination of the different metrics to obtain a single QoE score is not defined.
Study Group 12 (SG12) of the ITU-T is currently working on the standardization of a new QoE assessment method, known as video Mean Opinion Score (vMOS) [5] . Its goal is to provide a unified and user-centric standard that enables quantification of the quality of video streaming services over different networks, screens or scenarios, without a specific focus on mobile broadcast services.
This paper addresses how the vMOS model can be applied to the 3GP-DASH streaming service over MBMS. It first shows that the 3GP-DASH streaming service can be evaluated using the same QoE metrics identified by the vMOS model. Then, the paper describes how simulation results can be used to analyze the relation between different application and network parameters and the QoE metrics. Finally, based on this relation, the paper shows how a QoE-based analysis can be carried out to determine the most adequate application and network parameters for a 3GP-DASH streaming service.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III provides a description of the architecture proposed by the 3GPP to support 3GP-DASH streaming in MBMS. Section IV identifies and analyzes the objective parameters that can be used to measure QoE. In Section V, QoE measurements are obtained by applying the vMOS model to a specific LTE broadcast deployment. Finally, Section VI provides conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Firstly, this section provides an overview of different objective QoE assessment models. Then, the definition of DASH QoE metrics is addressed to clarify the nomenclature that will be used in the remainder of the paper. Related work is discussed to put our contribution into context. Finally, the vMOS model is explained according to the multimedia QoE metrics previously defined.
A. OVERVIEW OF QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE ASSESSMENT MODELS
Subjective QoE assessment can provide an accurate view of how users perceive the service. However, the difficulty posed by the need of carrying out extensive surveys has led to a greater use of objective models, which predict the perceived quality based on measurements of objective parameters of the service. Objective QoE models have been typically classified into three categories [6] : Full Reference (FR), Reduced Reference (RR), and No Reference (NR).
Full Reference models require full access to the original video. Perceived quality is measured by quantifying the difference between the original video and the distorted received video. Well known FR models are Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR) or Video Quality Metric (VQM). PSNR calculates the distortion of every pixel in a frame.
PSNR calculations can be made taking into account the luminance component or the chrominance components. But, in general, PSNR evaluation based on the luminance is preferred since visual perception is more sensitive to brightness. The VQM model also analyzes luminance and chrominance channel noise. Additionally, VQM considers several objective parameters that measure the perceptual effects of visual distortions, such as jerking and unnatural motion or blurring [7] , so it is considered to correlate better to the human visual system than PSNR.
RR models require a partial access to the original video. They extract some selected features of both the original and the distorted video to compare them. Although less data is required to carry out the QoE evaluation, RR models have a lower accuracy predicting QoE than FR models.
Unlike FR or RR models, NR models do not require any access to the original stream. NR models map network or application factors to perceived quality. Thus, this kind of models can be adequate to assess the QoE when there are factors that are external to the image quality degradation, such as stalling or initial buffering delay. The vMOS model applied in this paper can be included in the category of NR models that use application performance metrics to predict the perceived quality.
B. QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE METRICS FOR DASH STREAMING SERVICES
While reviewing the related work, we have noticed that the terminology used is not always consistent, i.e., several names are used by different authors to define the same QoE metric. This section presents the terminology that will be used in the rest of the paper.
Some of the following QoE metrics have been named as they appear in the technical documents where vMOS is defined [5] . Although not all the following QoE metrics can be used to evaluate the QoE of an LTE multimedia broadcast service, we have provided the definition of the most frequently used in order to discuss the related work:
• Initial buffering delay is the time from when a client requests the fetch of the first multimedia segment to the time that m segments have been stored in the buffer and the playback starts [8] .
• Stalling is the time in which the playback is stopped because of buffer starvation. Both the frequency and duration of stalling events impact perceived quality. It can be specified as a stalling ratio, which is defined as the percentage of time that the playback is stopped due to multimedia segments being received later than their playback deadline.
• Instability is the average number of bitrate switches [9] .
Adaptive streaming solutions such as DASH try to avoid buffer starvation by switching between different multimedia representations.
• Average segment quality is the normalized average bitrate measured with respect to the bitrate of the highest quality representation [9] . VOLUME 5, 2017
C. RELATED WORK
The 3GPP has already defined these or other similar metrics in order to provide an explanation on how to measure the QoE of both mobile multimedia broadcast services [3] and HTTP adaptive streaming services [4] . Regarding the latter, many models have been proposed in recent years [10] . Oyman and Singh [11] provided a review of the standard QoE metrics. The authors analyzed the impact of stalling on perceived quality, but other QoE metrics such as instability or initial buffering delay were not considered.
Claeys et al. [12] also proposed a model to measure the QoE of an adaptive streaming service. The model estimates perceived quality by taking into account stalling ratio, instability, and average segment quality. However, initial buffering delay is not included among the selected metrics, so its application is limited for a live streaming service, which is the focus of this paper.
Rodríguezet al. [13] propose a model integrating many of the QoE metrics that have been previously defined for HTTP adaptive streaming services. Only videos encoded at a resolution equal or lower than 480p were considered. The vMOS model has been designed to cover a wider range of resolutions, including 720p or 1080p, which are frequently used nowadays. Besides, the vMOS model offers more options, such as the possibility of selecting a particular video codec or a codec profile.
Other QoE models proposed for evaluating other types of services, such as IPTV or conventional HTTP streaming services have also been reviewed. Some proposals [14] , [15] focus on the QoE evaluation of progressive download services provided over mobile broadcast networks. However, this paper focuses on 3GP-DASH streaming in MBMS. Therefore, QoE needs to be evaluated taking into account that a DASH formatted content is broadcast over LTE, and that HTTP is used as an error recovery mechanism.
Regarding IPTV services, QoE is affected mainly by video artifacts due to network impairments such as packet loss or delay [16] . In LTE multimedia broadcast services, the use of Application Layer Forward Error Correction (AL-FEC) techniques [17] protects the delivery of multimedia segments from packet losses. But still, segments can be lost due to an excessive number of lost packets (Section III). If a segment is lost in the multicast channel and cannot be recovered on time using HTTP, a stalling event occurs. However, packet loss or network delay do not cause video artifacts on multimedia segments.
In previous work [8] , we analyzed how to reduce service latency by limiting the multimedia player buffer length. This paper goes beyond by performing an analysis that can be used to determine, from the QoE perspective, service parameters such as the initial buffering delay, the video bitrate, or the segment duration. In that preceding work, we adopted a double approach to validate our proposals. On one hand, we applied a model proposed by Hossfeld et al. [18] that relates the initial buffering delay, and the frequency and duration of the stalling events to a MOS score. On the other hand, we performed a PSNR evaluation. However, it is still not clear how QoE can be measured for 3GP-DASH streaming in MBMS. The model proposed by Hossfeld et al. is a first approximation to analyze the impact of stalling on perceived quality, but it was designed for analyzing conventional HTTP streaming services. As stated before, the application of the PSNR model is limited, since it is based on a pixel-to-pixel comparison between two frames and does not take into consideration video stalling.
D. TOWARDS A NEW STANDARD TO MEASURE THE QoE OF VIDEO STREAMING SERVICES
The vMOS model can be used in the context of an LTE multimedia broadcast service for two reasons. First, it provides a universal framework for quantifying the quality of video streaming services. Second, it is based on the main factors that affect the QoE perceived by users (Section IV): video quality, stalling, and initial buffering delay.
The solution proposed by Huawei, named User, Unified, Ubiquitous-Mean Opinion Score for Video (U-vMOS), gained approval by ITU-T SG12, and is the basis for the standardization of the vMOS model. U-vMOS is calculated from three factors [5] , [19] : sQuality, sStalling, and sLoading. sQuality determines the extent to which technical quality of video affects perceived quality. Technical quality of video is influenced by several encoding related parameters: video bitrate, video codec, codec profile, and resolution. sLoading and sStalling determine the impact of both initial buffering delay and stalling on perceived quality. In this case, different thresholds are used to obtain the values for sLoading and sStalling. For example, if the initial buffering delay is shorter than 0.1 s, the value for sLoading is maximum. As the initial buffering delay increases, sLoading decreases until reaching its minimum value, when initial buffering delay is longer than 10 s.
The U-vMOS model has been validated by using subjective test results. So, it reflects users' subjective video experience in an objective way [20] .
In this paper, we use an online U-vMOS calculator 1 to determine the most adequate LTE multimedia broadcast service parameters. The U-vMOS calculator allows entering all the aforementioned parameters: initial buffer delay, stalling ratio, video bitrate, video resolution, video codec, and codec profile.
III. ARCHITECTURE SUPPORTING LTE MULTIMEDIA BROADCAST SERVICES
This section presents the details of the architecture proposed by the 3GPP to support 3GP-DASH streaming in MBMS.
DASH, an adaptive streaming solution over HTTP, has been adapted for multicast streaming services over LTE, primarily because HTTP is not appropriate for broadcasting the same multimedia content to multiple receivers. Its use would waste network resources unnecessarily. Instead, the 3GPP proposes using the evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) [3] . By using the unidirectional channel of eMBMS, it is possible to send only one copy of the data to all the multicast receivers connected to the service.
Services that are provided over eMBMS are described in a metadata file known as User Service Bundle Description (USBD) [3] . In the particular case of delivering a DASH formatted multimedia content over eMBMS, the USBD file may contain two elements: mediaPresentationDescription and appService. The first one is a reference to an MPD which describes only the eMBMS representation, i.e. the representation that is going to be broadcast over LTE. The appService element also points out to an MPD, but in this case, the MPD defines the representations available for both broadcast and unicast reception. Multimedia players running on mobile devices complying with the current version of the standard [3] , use the appService element to request the representation that is sent using eMBMS. The mediaPresentationDescription element is used only by devices complying with previous versions of the standard or if the appService element is absent.
Following the DASH standard, the input stream is split into multimedia segments of the same duration. When a new segment has been generated at the content server, it is encapsulated as a file and delivered to the multicast users by using the File Delivery over Unidirectional Transport (FLUTE) protocol [21] . The FLUTE protocol, which was designed for the unidirectional delivery of files, allows the delivery of DASH segments over eMBMS. That is, it gives support to 3GP-DASH streaming in MBMS [3] . FLUTE works on top of UDP and it can be used together with AL-FEC techniques. AL-FEC encoding consists of adding redundancy data to the files that are going to be transmitted, so that it is possible to correct the errors introduced during the transmission at the receiver.
Because transmission over eMBMS is error-prone, AL-FEC techniques can be used to improve the reliability of the delivery of multimedia content over eMBMS.
Multicast/Broadcast over Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) is a transmission mode that can also be used to further improve the reliability of the delivery of content. It consists of several base stations that are synchronized accurately to transmit the same signal. Thus, it is possible to improve the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) of the multicast receivers.
However, and in spite of using MBSFN or AL-FEC techniques, multimedia segments can be lost during their transmission over eMBMS due to errors. These lost segments can then be recovered by HTTP, and this is why DASH has been adapted for LTE multimedia broadcast services. Fig. 1 shows the main components involved in the broadcast of multimedia content over LTE. The content server stores the MPD file, other metadata files, and the multimedia segments composing the eMBMS representation. These segments are sent within a FLUTE session, and over eMBMS, as soon as they are generated at the content server. But first, each segment is protected by using Raptor [22] , the standard AL-FEC code in charge of improving the reliability of LTE multimedia broadcast services.
Based on the FLUTE packets that have been received through the eMBMS channel, an AL-FEC decoder located at the receiver tries to reconstruct each segment. If a segment is correctly decoded, it is stored in a local cache. Otherwise, the segment is considered to be lost and will be recovered by HTTP.
The DASH client periodically requests the multimedia segments as they become available. The availabilityStartTime field of the MPD [2] indicates the earliest availability time in which a segment can be requested. In an LTE multimedia broadcast service, the availabilityStartTime can be set so that a segment is already available in the cache before it is requested [8] . When a DASH client requests a segment, it first checks if it is already inside the cache. When it is not, the segment is recovered by HTTP. A consequence of this, is that the multimedia player is not able to switch between different representations. The adaptation mechanism of DASH can only be used as an error recovery mechanism.
IV. OBJECTIVE PARAMETERS FOR THE QoE EVALUATION OF LTE MULTIMEDIA BROADCAST SERVICES
This section identifies and analyzes the parameters that can be used to measure the QoE of an LTE multimedia broadcast service. As defined in Section II, these parameters are: initial buffering delay, stalling, and other parameters affecting the technical quality of a video, such as video bitrate, video resolution, and video codec. Table 1 shows the definition of the most relevant parameters.
A. VIDEO QUALITY
The bitrate used for encoding multimedia content that is going to be broadcast over LTE (B eMBMS ) depends on several parameters of the service. For example, the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS), the Inter-Site Distance (ISD), and the amount of AL-FEC redundancy introduced by the transmitter [23] .
These parameters also affect the robustness of the eMBMS transmission, i.e., they affect the number of multimedia segments that need to be recovered using HTTP. Regarding MCS, which defines a specific modulation and PHY-FEC, less robust values provide higher bitrates at the cost of more unicast retransmissions. On the other hand, the larger the distance of the separation between base stations (ISD), the more robust the multicast transmission must be made. This is because the SINR of the multicast receivers is lower for larger ISDs.
Finally, regarding the use of AL-FEC techniques, there is a compromise between the level of protection they provide and the maximum service data rate that can be reached. Equation (1) shows the relation between the bandwidth of the eMBMS channel (R eMBMS ), the maximum Service Data Rate (SDR), and the AL-FEC code rate (CR). The AL-FEC code rate is a metric normally used to express the amount of redundancy introduced by the transmitter. It is defined as the ratio between the k symbols composing a multimedia segment and the k + r symbols composing the encoded segment (where r is the redundancy introduced by the transmitter).
In an LTE multimedia broadcast service, the value of R eMBMS remains constant within the multicast session because of the fixed assignment of the MCS and the radio resources. Therefore, the number of multimedia segments that need to be recovered by HTTP for a fixed multicast bandwidth depends on the AL-FEC code rate and the bitrate of the eMBMS representation. For lower AL-FEC code rates, lower bitrates can be used, but more segments can be transmitted without errors over eMBMS.
The bitrate of the eMBMS representation also depends on the video resolution or the selected video codec. For instance, FIGURE 2. Delay analysis. This figure shows the delays incurred by a multimedia segment that is sent using eMBMS and that needs to be recovered by HTTP.
H.265/HEVC provides greater compression efficiency than its predecessor (H.264), so that fewer data need to be sent from the server to the clients. Fig. 2 shows the chain of delays incurred by a multimedia segment that is sent over eMBMS, but that needs to be recovered by HTTP as a consequence of packet transmission errors.
B. DELAY ANALYSIS
A live video signal is received by the content server from the video source. A DASH encoder located at the content server is responsible for splitting the multimedia stream, into multimedia segments of the same duration. All the segments are encoded with the same bitrate using the selected video codec. The content provider pushes each generated segment to the Broadcast/Multicast Service Center (BM-SC) as it becomes available. This transmission delay has been denoted in Fig. 2 as d 1 .
The BM-SC serves as the entry point for content provider eMBMS transmissions. It is responsible for sending the eMBMS data. Additionally, the BM-SC can use an AL-FEC technique to provide a more reliable multicast transmission of the content. However, this encoding process also introduces some delay. The time needed by the BM-SC to prepare a segment that is going to be sent over eMBMS has been denoted in Fig. 2 as d 2 .
The multicast transmission delay (d eMBMS ) for delivering a multimedia segment over eMBMS depends on the segment size and the bandwidth allocated to the eMBMS channel. The FLUTE packets composing a segment carry the AL-FEC symbols (source and repair) that will be used by the receiver to reconstruct the segment. As mentioned before, if not enough symbols have been successfully received, the decoding process of the segment fails. Otherwise, the segment is reconstructed and is stored in the local cache.
A multimedia player can request a segment when it is expected to be in the cache [8] . Therefore, it is important to note that the value for the above delay components can have variations. For example, the size of each segment may be different because a Variable Bitrate Coding (VBR) scheme is being used. In order to avoid invalid requests for segments that are not yet available, an additional delay needs to be 20688 VOLUME 5, 2017 introduced as a protection against delay variations. In Fig. 2,  d 3 is the sum of the protection against delay variations and the time spent in the decoding process of the segment.
If a client requests a multimedia segment that has not been correctly decoded, and hence, is not in the cache, it is recovered by HTTP. In that case, an additional delay for the recovery of the segment over the unicast channel must be taken into account. This delay, denoted as d HTTP in Fig. 2 , depends on the bandwidth available in the unicast channel (BW unicast ). However, it is difficult to predict how much bandwidth will be allocated to this channel. All the users connected to unicast services compete for the available bandwidth. And, on the other hand, the allocation of the radio resources or the selection of the MCS is not fixed, as in eMBMS services, but dynamic. In case of insufficient bandwidth, unicast recovery delay can be so long as to cause stalling.
Buffering of video is necessary for seamless playback in that case. In HTTP adaptive streaming services buffer starvation can be avoided because multimedia players can request lower quality representations. But, in a standard LTE multimedia broadcast service, switching to a different representation is not possible, so the initial buffering delay (d b ) prevents buffer starvation.
For multimedia streaming services based on DASH, the initial buffering delay is set by the value for the minBufferTime field of the MPD. The minBufferTime (mBT) defines the amount of data that must be stored in the buffer before the playback can start. From now on, mBT also refers to the initial buffering delay.
C. STALLING ANALYSIS
If the buffer starves, the playback stalls and multimedia segments cannot be played before their scheduled time. Stalling can be avoided as long as the unicast bandwidth is higher than the bitrate of the eMBMS representation. However, the unicast bandwidth can be lower than the bitrate of the eMBMS representation [24] .
In case of insufficient bandwidth, stalling can also be avoided if the initial buffering delay is long enough as to recover the lost segments on time. An over-provisioning of the buffer is not recommendable because it increases the end-to-end latency too much, which severely affects the QoE (Section V). So, in general, stalling happens when unicast recovery delay (d HTTP ) is longer than the buffer level of the clients (initially, d b ) . Fig. 2 shows the case in which d HTTP < d b , so buffer starvation is avoided.
An existing solution to avoid buffer over-provisioning is to calculate the minimum buffer level that is needed to avoid stalling events in 90% of the clients [8] . The initial buffering delay may be further reduced while avoiding stalling by using mechanisms supporting adaptive error recovery. For example, a DASH proxy has been proposed to recover lost segments at a bitrate that is selected taking into account the unicast bandwidth [25] . This would allow reducing service latency and avoiding stalling at the same time. This paper focuses on a standard LTE multimedia broadcast service and therefore this proposal has not been taken into account to quantify the quality of the service.
The results discussed in Section V show that stalling ratio depends on several factors: number of segments that are recovered by HTTP, unicast bandwidth, bitrate of the eMBMS representation, and initial buffering delay.
V. QoE EVALUATION OF AN LTE MULTIMEDIA BROADCAST SERVICE
The section provides an overview of the experimental platform which has been developed to support the QoE evaluation of LTE multimedia broadcast services. Then, it explains how by using this platform, it is possible to carry out the following analyses:
1) analysis of the relation between error recovery and service data rate, 2) analysis of the relation between the QoE parameters identified in Section IV. Finally, this section presents the results that have been obtained by applying the vMOS model to a specific LTE broadcast deployment. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the experimental platform. It consists of three different blocks: eMBMS transmission, DASH player, and vMOS calculator.
The delivery of a 300 s video over eMBMS has been simulated by using OPNET 2 (first block in Fig. 3) . Table 2 shows the most relevant parameters used for the simulation. The eMBMS channel parameters are selected to obtain enough bandwidth to send an H.265 encoded 1080p video together with AL-FEC redundancy. By selecting a channel bandwidth of 10 MHz, MCS 25, and just one subframe assigned to the eMBMS channel, the resulting bandwidth R eMBMS is 2.8 Mbps [23] . This bandwidth makes it possible to use video bitrates in the range of 1.1 Mbps to 2.2 Mbps with the corresponding AL-FEC code rates from 0.4 to 0.8.
In total, there are 399 terminals connected to the eMBMS service. Regarding the ISD, a standard distance of 500 m for the separation between base stations has been used to simulate an urban environment. On the other hand, the paper focuses on an MBSFN synchronization area of 7 cells. An MBSFN area composed by more cells could have been be used, at the cost of increasing the complexity of coordinating more base stations.
Simulations allows us to characterize the eMBMS channel and to obtain the Packet Error Rate (PER) for the FLUTE packets that would compose each multimedia segment. These results can then be used to determine which segments would be correctly delivered over eMBMS and which not. In order to do this, we have developed an analytical model using MATLAB. 3 Further details of this model can be found in previous work [8] .
We then simulated the buffer level of each client. A simulator of a DASH player (second block in Fig. 3 ) that has been built also using MATLAB has been used for this purpose. The DASH player simulator works as described in Section III: segments lost in the multicast channel are requested again using HTTP and recovered on a separate unicast channel. By using this simulator, it is possible to determine the stalling ratio of each client for different unicast bandwidths, initial delays, or bitrates of the eMBMS representation.
Finally, the obtained stalling ratio, the initial buffering delay, and the video bitrate, are introduced in the vMOS calculator to quantify the quality perceived by users. Fig. 4 shows the percentage of multimedia segments that need to be recovered by HTTP as a function of the service data rate. As it can be checked using (1) , the values selected for the service data rate (1077, 1346, 1615, 1884, and 2153 Kbps) correspond to AL-FEC code rates of 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. An overhead of 5% has been assumed. Fig. 4 also shows that the number of segments recovered by HTTP is lower for longer segment durations (T sgmnt ). Reducing the segment duration from 2 s to 0.5 s increases the percentage of segments recovered by HTTP by 2% approximately. These results are consistent with the analysis performed by Bouras et al. [26] , which concludes that the performance of the decoding process is greatly improved by the use of larger data blocks. The problem is, as will be explained later, that the use of longer segments also increases the initial buffering delay.
A. RELATION BETWEEN ERROR RECOVERY AND BITRATE OF THE eMBMS REPRESENTATION
In addition, Fig. 4 shows that the use of a segment duration of 0.2 s requires more segments to be recovered by HTTP, especially when a high service data rate wants to be reached. Reference [27] discussed the impact of using different segment durations on the coding efficiency of the H.265 video codec. Short segments can be used without compromising the quality perceived by users at the cost of a higher encoding overhead. With the aim of limiting the encoding overhead, the authors recommend not using segments shorter than 0.5 s. Thus, we have discarded the value of 0.2 for the subsequent analysis, which will focus on segments of 0.5, 1, and 2 s.
On the other hand, Fig. 4 shows the impact of the service data rate on the number of segments that need to be recovered by HTTP. The effect of using higher bitrates with a fixed radio resource assignment is that less AL-FEC redundancy data can be added to the multimedia stream. Consequently, more segments will need to be retrieved using HTTP. For example, when the segment duration is 0.5 s, Fig. 4 shows an error recovery rate of 6% for a service data rate of 1077 Kbps (SR 1077 ). The error recovery rate is increased to 15% when the service data rate is 2153 Kbps (SR 2153 ).
Error recovery rate can have a significant impact on the overhead both for the upstream and downstream unicast channels, depending on the number of users in each cell. For 399 terminals over an MBSFN area composed of 7 cells, an error recovery rate of 15% is equivalent to 9 clients requesting each segment over unicast per cell. As an example of the impact of this, with uplink/downlink capacities of 20/30 Mbps and 550 bytes HTTP-GET requests, error recovery would cause an uplink overhead of 0,44% and a downlink overhead of 65%.
B. RELATION BETWEEN STALLING RATIO, INITIAL BUFFERING DELAY AND BITRATE OF THE eMBMS REPRESENTATION
As previously discussed, the main cause for stalling in the LTE multimedia broadcast service is the unicast recovery delay for multimedia segments that have suffered from errors and cannot be decoded by the AL-FEC. If the unicast recovery delay is so long than the player buffer is emptied, stalling happens. On the other hand, as explained in Section IV-A, the bitrate of the eMBMS representation is linked to how often unicast recovery is performed. In this section, we show how stalling ratio, initial buffering delay and bitrate of the eMBMS representation are related.
Fig . 5 shows the average stalling ratio (399 terminals) for different values of initial buffering delay (2, 4, and 6 s) and segment duration (0.5, 1, 2 s). The unicast bandwidth is equal to 500 Kbps, so it is lower than the bitrate of the lowest quality representation. This allows analyzing the impact of the initial buffering delay on the stalling ratio for the set of bitrates defined in Table 2 . Fig. 5 shows that the stalling ratio decreases when using lower bitrates. This is because more AL-FEC redundancy can be introduced by the transmitter, and therefore more segments can be delivered within the FLUTE session (Fig. 4) .
Fig. 5 also shows how it is possible to reduce the stalling ratio by using shorter segments. For example, and focusing on an initial buffering delay of 4 s, the stalling ratio is lower in case of using segments of 0.5 s than in case of using segments of 1 or 2 s. The same happens if the initial buffering delay is 6 s.
However, the results are slightly different when the initial buffering delay is 2 s. Fig. 5 shows that if the video is coded at 2153 Kbps, the stalling ratio is slightly higher for segments of 0.5 s. The lack of bandwidth and the low level of the buffer do not allow recovering the segments on-time. Furthermore, and as showed Fig. 4 , more segments need to be recovered by HTTP when shorter segments are used.
Therefore, the conclusion is that, in terms of stalling, there is not much difference between using segments of 0.5, 1 or 2 s. Therefore, the subsequent analyses will use segments of 0.5 s, which reduce the initial buffering delay thereby increasing the perceived quality.
C. USING MOBILE vMOS TO EVALUATE AN LTE MULTIMEDIA BROADCAST SERVICE
Although the relation between stalling ratio, initial buffering delay, and bitrate has been analyzed, it is not still clear how these parameters impact the quality perceived by users. The analysis below can help a content provider to better understand how a multimedia should be coded to be broadcast over LTE. It is also helpful to determine the initial delay that maximizes the QoE. For a video encoded at a resolution of 720p with 2153 Kbps, the highest score that can be obtained by the online calculator is under 4 in all cases. Because it is lower than the minimum vMOS providing a good quality of experience (Table 3 ), a video encoded with H.265 at a resolution of 1080p is used in all the analyses. Fig. 6 shows the average vMOS for different initial buffering delays: 2 s (Fig. 6a), 1 s (Fig. 6b) , and 0.5 s (Fig. 6c) . The obtained results confirm that live streaming services are very sensitive to delays. An initial buffering delay of 1, or 2 s is too long to provide high vMOS scores. However, an initial buffering delay of 0.5 s is good to offer a high user experience if the bandwidth is not constrained. Seufert et al. [10] discuss that the initial delay is considered less important than the stalling or the technical quality of video. However, in the context of an LTE multimedia broadcast service, reducing the buffering delay does not increase the stalling ratio significantly (Fig. 5) , mainly because most of the segments are transmitted without errors over eMBMS.
Therefore, it seems that it is more beneficial to reduce the initial delay in order to improve the quality perceived by users. Fig. 6 also shows the impact of the bitrate on the vMOS. We have selected a set of values for the unicast bandwidth, so that there is always a case in which the unicast bandwidth is higher than the bitrate of the eMBMS representation. In that case, lost segments can be recovered by HTTP on-time and stalling is avoided. Fig. 6 shows that the highest score is reached for the highest quality representation (2153 Kbps) when the available unicast bandwidth is 2200 Kbps. For the same unicast bandwidth and lower bitrates of the eMBMS representation, the vMOS gets worse. The lost segments are recovered by HTTP on-time in all these cases, but lowering the bitrate degrades the vMOS.
For a fixed bitrate, Fig. 6 shows that in general the vMOS scores are lower for lower bandwidths. This is because the stalling ratio increases when the gap between the bitrate and the unicast bandwidth becomes larger. However, Fig. 6c shows that using an initial buffering delay of 0.5 s and a video bitrate of 2153 Kbps, the same low score is obtained for different values of the unicast bandwidth. This happens because both the lack of bandwidth and the low buffer level cause the segments to be recovered later than they should.
Regarding the results obtained for an initial buffering delay of 0.5 s, it is noteworthy that a score equal or higher than 4 has been reached four times. The question is, what is the most appropriate bitrate for encoding a multimedia content that is going to be broadcast over LTE? For the LTE broadcast deployment we are considering, Fig. 6c shows that a video of 1077 Kbps provides higher scores for lower bandwidths. This is because more AL-FEC redundancy can be introduced by the transmitter, so that less segments need to be recovered by HTTP. However, the obtained scores never reach the value of 4 in any case.
Providing a good user experience (vMOS ≥ 4) requires reducing the initial delay as much as possible (0.5 s) and encoding the multimedia content at a high bitrate (2153 Kbps). However, when the unicast bandwidth falls below the bitrate of the eMBMS representation, buffer starvation happens and the perceived quality is fair. Fig. 7 shows the perceived quality as a function of the user percentile. The results are shown for the highest quality video (2153 Kbps) and an available unicast bandwidth of 1100 Kbps. Fig. 7 shows that for an initial buffering delay of 0.5 s, the vMOS score is 1 (bad) for 35% of the users. From that point forward, better channel conditions allow the transmission of more segments without errors, and the perceived quality is better. A maximum vMOS, which depends on video bitrate and initial buffering delay, is reached when there are no segment losses. Fig. 7 also shows that for longer initial buffering delays the number of users experiencing bad quality decreases. In fact, Fig. 7 shows that the number of users rating the experience as bad can be reduced if the initial buffering delay is 2 s. On the other hand, a longer initial delay of 4 s does not significantly reduce the number of users rating the experience as bad, but reduces the maximum vMOS, thus degrading the quality perceived by other users.
In conclusion, users having a good channel condition can benefit from having a low initial delay, which provides the highest QoE. On the contrary, users having a bad channel condition need longer buffers. This avoids stalling events and the perceived quality can be improved considerably.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper shows how it is possible to use vMOS, a QoE assessment framework originally designed for unicast multimedia streaming, to estimate the QoE of an LTE multimedia broadcast service. Using this model, it is possible to understand the impact of some parameters of the service, such as the video bitrate or the initial buffering delay, on the perceived quality.
By applying the vMOS framework to a scenario in which multimedia content is delivered over eMBMS following the 3GPP recommendations, interesting results have been obtained. For example, our tests show that sometimes the QoE can be improved by using video representations with lower bitrates that get a lower maximum but a better average vMOS. Long buffers can also increase the vMOS for the worst cases because it prevents video stalling. However, the increase in delay also reduces the vMOS obtained for users that do not experience stalling.
By performing an analysis like the one presented in this paper, it is possible to assess the QoE of a multimedia broadcast service for a specific LTE deployment. The obtained vMOS values can then be used to provide recommendations on the most appropriate bitrates to encode the multimedia content or to calculate the initial buffering delay that maximizes the perceived quality. 
